Many thanks to Referee #1 for appreciating our work and the very helpful comments that will
significantly help to improve the manuscript!
Please find below our point-by-point reply to the reviewer concerns. Comments by Reviewer
#1 are given in red, our reply is given in black, and changes in the manuscript are indicated
in blue.

Reply to the Main Concerns by Reviewer # 1:
(Main Concern 1a:) Only the mean annual cycle of the different variables should be
shown and should be combined into different figures, according to parameters. The
time evolutions could be included as supplemental material.
As recommended, we will move the single-year figures into the supplemental material, and
we will merge figures in the main paper.
We will also remove the column showing zonal winds in former Figs. 17 and 18 (the correlation
figures) because these figures were quite crowded, too, and the column showing zonal winds
is helpful for illustration, but redundant. Further, from former Fig. 17 we will move three of the
rows into the Supplement.
(Main Concern 1b) Sections should be rearranged to discuss the SAO first, and the GW
driving thereafter.
The sections in the paper will be rearranged, as recommended.
(Main Concern 2) Given the differences between the SAO signal in reanalyses and
the SPARC climatology, it seems difficult to believe the ”total” GW drag estimations.
Therefore, the mean annual cycle of the different terms of the GW drag calculations
(i.e. resolved, parameterized and the residual) should be shown to better understand
what the different terms are are doing in each reanalysis.
Of course, it is not expected that the reanalyses simulate a “perfect” SAO. However, there
are features that are common in all datasets: for example, the first SAO period of a year
is stronger. Because our knowledge of the SAO and its driving is very poor, estimates of
the gravity wave (GW) driving of the SAO from reanalyses will provide important information
about the mechanisms that drive the SAO. For this information only relative variations of the
GW driving are needed, and not the exact magnitude that might not be very robust.
This will be pointed out more clearly at the beginning of Sect. 5 in the revised manuscript.
Indeed, in the later sections of the paper it turns out that in all reanalyses the GW driving
is prevalently eastward in the lower mesosphere, which is in agreement with the satellite
observations.
(It should also be kept in mind that, as already mentioned in the paper, the SAO in MERRA-2
is in relatively good agreement with the wind products derived from satellite observations and
may therefore be more reliable.)
As explained in the main paper, the total zonal GW drag X GW in models consists of three
different contributions and can be written as follows:
X GW = X res (k > 20) + X param + X imbalance

(1)

with X res (k > 20) the GW drag due to model-resolved waves with zonal wavenumbers k >
20, X param the parameterized zonal GW drag, and X imbalance the “residual”, or remaining
imbalance that is caused, for example, by data assimilation.
As recommended, in a new Sect. 5.2, we will include and discuss in the revised manuscript
also the resolved GW drag X res (k > 20) for all reanalyses, and the parameterized GW drag

X param for JRA-55 and MERRA-2. For a further illustration and discussion, the remaining
imbalance X imbalance can then be calculated for JRA-55 and MERRA-2 as the remaining
difference.
For ERA-Interim and ERA-5, parameterized GW drag is not available from the ECMWF MARS
archive!
Please note that in the recent paper by Gupta et al. (2021) one of the ERA-5 momentum
terms in their paper is named “parameterized drag term (PGWD)”. However, as becomes
obvious from their Eq. (1), their term “PGWD” is not the parameterized GW drag X param ,
but the sum X param + X imbalance , i.e., the sum of parameterized GW drag and the residual
(=remaining imbalance)!
In the following, we will introduce and discuss the different contributions to the “total”
GW drag that will be added in the revised paper:
Figure 1 of this reply shows the total gravity wave drag (GWD) X GW for the four reanalyses,
and Fig. 2 the drag X res (k > 20) due to resolved waves of k > 20. Figure 3 shows the
parameterized GW drag X param for JRA-55 and for MERRA-2, and Fig. 4 the remaining
imbalance X imbalance for JRA-55 and for MERRA-2. For Figs. 1–4 all values are averages
over the period 2002–2018 and the latitude band 10S–10N.

Figure 1: Total zonal GW drag X GW for (a) ERA-Interim, (b) JRA-55, (c) ERA-5, and (d)
MERRA-2. Overplotted are contour lines of the corresponding zonal average zonal winds
for the respective reanalysis dataset. Contour line interval is 20 m/s. The zero wind line
is highlighted in bold solid, and westward (eastward) winds are indicated by dashed (solid)
contour lines.
As can be seen from Figs. 1 and 2 of this reply, the resolved GW drag is negligible in ERAInterim, JRA-55, and MERRA-2. (Please note that in Fig. 1 the range of the color scale is
±7.5 m/s/d, while it is only ±0.25 m/s/d in Fig. 2a, 2b, and 2d, and only ±1.25 m/s/d in Fig. 2c.)
Only for ERA-5 below 55 km X res (k > 20) sometimes contributes as much as about 50% to

Figure 2: Resolved GW drag X res (k > 20) for (a) ERA-Interim, (b) JRA-55, (c) ERA-5, and
(d) MERRA-2. Overplotted are contour lines of the corresponding zonal average zonal winds
for the respective reanalysis dataset. Contour line interval is 20 m/s. The zero wind line
is highlighted in bold solid, and westward (eastward) winds are indicated by dashed (solid)
contour lines.
X GW . In both X GW and X res (k > 20) eastward GW drag is stronger than westward GW drag
in the upper stratosphere and lower mesosphere, which is a consequence of the QBO wave
filtering in the stratosphere below.
As can be seen from Fig. 3a, the parameterized GW drag X param is closely linked with the
background wind and opposite to it. This is expected because JRA-55 does not have an
explicit nonorographic GW parameterization and uses only Rayleigh friction at upper levels. A similar distribution would be expected for ERA-Interim, because, similar as JRA-55,
ERA-Interim uses Rayleigh friction at upper levels and does not have a nonorographic GW
parameterization.
Comparing Fig. 1d and Fig. 3b, it is evident that for MERRA-2 in the whole altitude range
X GW and X param are almost the same.
As can be seen from Fig. 4a, for JRA-55, above 40 km the remaining imbalance is strongly
positive. This likely indicates that a really large positive assimilation increment is needed
to compensate the unrealistic effect of Rayleigh friction, and to keep the model temperature
and winds in agreement with assimilated observations. The situation should be similar for
ERA-Interim.
For MERRA-2, X imbalance (Fig. 4b) is close to zero. Apparently, in the tropics, the nonorographic GW drag scheme of MERRA-2 has been tuned in a way to minimize the assimilation
increment caused by the assimilation of MLS and other data (see also Molod et al., 2005).

Figure 3: Parameterized GW drag X param for (a) JRA-55, and (b) MERRA-2. Please note
that from the GES-DISC archive MERRA-2 parameterized GW drag is not available for the
whole altitude range. Overplotted are contour lines of the corresponding zonal average zonal
winds for the respective reanalysis dataset. Contour line interval is 20 m/s. The zero wind line
is highlighted in bold solid, and westward (eastward) winds are indicated by dashed (solid)
contour lines.

Figure 4: Remaining imbalance X imbalance for (a) JRA-55, and (b) MERRA-2. Overplotted
are contour lines of the corresponding zonal average zonal winds for the respective reanalysis
dataset. Contour line interval is 20 m/s. The zero wind line is highlighted in bold solid, and
westward (eastward) winds are indicated by dashed (solid) contour lines.
This should be the reason why MERRA-2 simulates a reasonable SAO even in the years
when MLS data were still not available (in the period prior to August 2004).
Overall, our results show that there are differences between the different reanalyses that
reflect the different stages of model development. In particular, our results demonstrate that
the use of a nonorographic gravity wave parameterization can be very useful because it can
be tuned in a way to produce more realistic results (as was seen for MERRA-2). Even though
there are strong differences in the model setups, there are similarities of the total gravity wave
drag, particularly in the stratopause region (total GW drag is predominately eastward).
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(Main Concern 3a) Limitations of the momentum flux calculations from SABER should
be discussed in more detail, in particular the effect of the trajectory of the satellite
being perpendicular to the average GW wavenumber vector.
As recommended, we will add more discussion about the shortcoming of using SABER alongtrack GW horizontal wavenumbers, instead of “true” GW horizontal wavenumbers.
Generally, the use of along-track GW horizontal wavenumbers as a proxy for the true GW
horizontal wavenumbers will lead to a low-bias of SABER momentum fluxes (the momentum
flux is proportional to the horizontal wavenumber) because the along-track GW horizontal
wavenumber will always underestimate the true horizontal wavenumber.
The AIRS satellite instrument has a similar orbit geometry. Because AIRS provides 3D temperature observations, it is possible to determine from AIRS observations true GW horizontal wavenumbers, as well as along-track GW horizontal wavenumbers. This opportunity has
been taken by Ern et al. (2017) to compare true and along-track GW horizontal wavenumbers:
AIRS observations indicate an underestimation of the along-track wavenumber (corresponding to an underestimation of momentum fluxes) by a factor between 1.5 and somewhat above
2.
In addition, for SABER there will be aliasing effects (undersampling of observed GWs) and
effects of the instrument sensitivity function of limb sounding satellite instruments (cf. Ern et
al., 2018), which should both lead to an even stronger underestimation of GW momentum
fluxes. Therefore the error of SABER GW momentum fluxes should be at least a factor of
two, and momentum fluxes are likely strongly underestimated.
This detailed discussion will be included in the revised manuscript in the newly introduced
Sect. 6.1.1.
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(Main Concern 3b) The expression SABER “absolute GW drag” should be avoided. For
example, the expression “vertical derivative of the absolute momentum flux” could be
used, instead.
The reviewer is correct that only under certain conditions the vertical gradient of GW momentum flux can be used to calculate a proxy for absolute net gravity wave drag. However, if these
conditions are met, convincing results were obtained in a number of previous studies. This is
why, for convenience, we used the expression “absolute gravity wave drag” in the paper.
The problem is that the absolute GW drag proxy is not simply the vertical gradient of absolute
GW momentum flux, but it is also normalized by −1/̺, with ̺ the background density. This
makes it difficult to find a short expression for the absolute GW drag proxy.
Therefore, in order to avoid the impression that the vertical gradient of GW momentum flux
would always give reliable results, we will introduce an abbreviation which will make the reader
check how this proxy is introduced, and what are its limitations:
“SABER MFz-proxy-|GWD|”
To make sure that this introduction is not easily overread, former Sect. 6.1 will be split into
two subsections, Sect. 6.1.1 addressing SABER absolute momentum fluxes and its limitations
(see Main Concern 3a), and Sect. 6.1.2 addressing the SABER GW drag proxy. In Sect. 6.1.2
we will also add more discussion on the limitations of the SABER GW drag proxy.

Reply to the Minor Comments by Reviewer # 1:
(Minor Comment 1) lines 578-585. Could there be an effect of GWs with zonal momentum flux being very few at these high altitudes due to critical level filtering by the QBO
and the SSAO?
Thank you very much for this comment!
Of course, GW filtering by the QBO and SSAO will strongly reduce GW momentum fluxes in
the tropical mesopause region. This may be one of the reasons why the mesopause SAO
(MSAO) occurs only in a narrow layer.
This will be mentioned in the revised paper in Sect. 6.3.3.
(Minor Comment 2) lines 595. Normalized SABER GW drag is the same as GW drag
anomalies in Fig. 14?
In order to avoid confusion, the expression “anomaly” will no longer be used in the revised
paper.
(Minor Comment 3) Fig. 17, line 598. Why not showing the correlation over the whole
period of study, instead of the correlation of the multiyear mean annual cycle? What
would be the difference between the two, and its interpretation?
Given the strong interannual variability of the SAO, it is most important that the correlation
holds for the majority of single years. This is why the single-year correlations are shown in
our paper. The average year is just shown to illustrate that the correlation even holds for
the average year — even if the average year might be affected by strong outlier-years, or
compensation effects. Correlations over the whole period could also be affected by strong
outliers, but in a different way than the average year.
For completeness, we will show the correlation over the whole dataset as an additional column. It turns out that these additional columns give results which are in most cases very
similar to those of the average years, or an average-by-eye over the single years.
(Minor Comment 4) Lines 734-743. What is the explanation of a high correlation between the so-called (SABER) absolute GW drag (see main comment #3) and the zonal
wind speed, if saturation of GWs due to decrease in density is the proposed mechanism?
There are at least two situations when it makes sense to use SABER MFz-proxy-|GWD| as a
proxy for absolute net GW drag:
(1) The GW spectrum is dominated by slow and moderate phase speeds opposite to the
background wind:
A layer of (initial) wind shear reducing the wind speed will also reduce the intrinsic phase
speed of the GWs dominating the spectrum and bring them closer to saturation. This will lead
to a stronger dissipation of those waves and thereby lead to a strengthening and downward
propagation of the wind shear layers and wind bands. This effect is seen for the QBO and
its wave-driven downward propagation of eastward and westward wind bands. In the middle
and lower mesosphere, this effect is also seen for the SAO and its downward propagating
eastward wind bands, but only less pronounced for the westward wind bands because GWs
of westward phase speeds are weaker due to wind filtering by the asymmetric QBO winds in
the stratosphere.
For this mechanism, one would expect correlation between SABER MFz-proxy-|GWD| and
zonal wind absolute vertical gradients.
(2) The GW spectrum is dominated by fast phase speed GWs with a directional preference
Minor variations of the background wind will have only little effect on the GW phase speeds

and thus the GW saturation amplitudes. Due to the decrease of atmospheric density with
altitude, GW amplitudes will grow exponentially to conserve momentum flux while propagating
upward. At some point, however, these GWs will saturate and exert drag on the background
flow. As these GWs are not much influenced by the background wind and its variation, the
saturation altitude (the altitude where the waves exert their drag) will not be as closely tied to
a wind shear zone as for situation (1), but can lead to a reversal and strengthening of the wind
by inducing a temporal wind tendency (and not to a strengthening of the vertical wind shear
and eventually to a downward propagation of the shear zone). The temporal wind tendency
will lead to a wind reversal and wind strengthening at the same altitude where the drag is
exerted.
Therefore, enhanced GW drag should be observed at the same altitude as the reversed wind
jet and lead to a correlation between SABER MFz-proxy-|GWD| and (absolute) wind speed.
Situation (2) should match the conditions for the region of the MSAO around 80km altitude and
may explain why there is no strong downward propagation of MSAO eastward and westward
wind phases.
Case (1) is already discussed in-depth in the paper. However, the reviewer is correct that the
discussion of Case (2) was still not very clear. Therefore, we will include the above discussion
of Case (2) at the end of Sect. 7.2.2 in the revised manuscript.
(Minor Comment 5) In the same spirit, how can ERA-5 have a realistic GW driving of
the SAO if the SAO in ERA-5 is not realistic (section 8.4)?
We do not think that the GW driving of the SAO in ERA-5 is fully realistic:
As already mentioned in Sect. 8.4, in ERA-5 the SAO and its gravity wave driving in the upper
stratosphere to middle mesosphere is not considered to be realistic, because there are overly
strong eastward wind jets.
At even higher altitudes, the nonorographic GW drag scheme in ERA5 seems to be able to
induce a mesopause SAO (MSAO). Even for this altitude range, we find that the characteristics of ERA5 GW drag related to the MSAO show differences to the SABER observations.
The are two possible reasons for this: First, the poor representation of the SAO in the lower
and middle mesosphere in ERA5 will lead to an incorrect filtering of the GW spectrum, and
thus to a not fully realistic forcing of the MSAO. Second, the GW spectrum may be incorrect
already at the source level. This means that also the forcing of the MSAO in ERA5 might not
be really physically sound.
Obviously, the reviewer comment addresses the question whether the ERA5 gravity wave
driving of the MSAO could still be realistic.
This will be addressed at the end of Sect. 8.4 by stating more clearly that differences to
SABER observations hint at an underrepresentation of high phase speed GWs in ERA-5, i.e.,
not all physical mechanisms that lead to the formation of the MSAO are correctly represented
in ERA-5. In addition, we mention that the unrealistic SAO at lower altitudes can lead to an
unrealistic wind filtering of the gravity wave spectrum, which can also affect the simulation of
the MSAO.
(Minor Comment 6) Lines 771-773. I do not understand what the authors mean here.
Since MERRA-2 assimilates MLS observations, the driving of the SAO in MERRA-2 at
45-70km is likely the result of this process. But this does not mean that the GW driving
of the SAO in MERRA-2 is realistic.
As is indicated in Figs. 1–4 of this reply, the nonorographic GW drag scheme in MERRA-2
was tuned in a way to minimize the assimilation increment due to MLS observations. This
means that the SAO in MERRA-2 is mainly a result of the tuned nonorographic GW drag
scheme, and might therefore be better also because of more realistic GW drag. Please note
that the SAO in MERRA-2 is generally reasonable — even before 2004 when no MLS data
are available and the model is relatively unconstrained in the middle mesosphere.

Further, the qualitative agreement between the SABER and MERRA-2 correlations seems to
indicate that — at least to some extent — the physical mechanisms of the GW driving of the
SAO are realistically simulated by the MERRA-2 nonorographic GW drag scheme.
This additional discussion will be included in the revised paper in Sect. 8.3.
In addition, we will address the four technical comments — thank you very much for finding
these inaccuracies!

